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The Internet Society at a glance
Global non-profit organisation

•

Connecting and empowering communities to ensure the Internet remains open,
globally-connected, secure, and trustworthy

Working through our members and partners

•

We promote policies, standards, and protocols that create access and build trust in
the way the world exchanges information

•

135 Chapters/SIGs in 131 countries; 67,000+ Global Members

•

100+ Organisational Members

•

Partners at national, regional, global level

Founded by Internet pioneers in 1992

•

120+ staff in 28 countries

•

www.InternetSociety.org
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Why an IXP is needed and establishment
considerations
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What is it?
Simply defined, an Internet Exchange Point (IXP) is a place where ISPs meet to exchange IP traffic via
BGP (peering)
IXPs are an access solution that wouldn’t be possible without people working together.
A neutral IXP is the result of partnership, collaboration, and trust.
They represent the very best of what can happen when people work in the same way the Internet
does – interconnecting networks and people to achieve collective goals.
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What does it look like?
For an IXP to work it needs: a switch, routers, servers, a neutral location, appropriate power sources,
cooling, security, and technical experts to run and manage the IXP.
An IXP can vary in size and complexity – from a single switch in a single location to multiple switches
in multiple locations.
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Bilateral Peering (without IXP)
Internet

All ISPs can peer with each bilaterally without an
IXP, but the only problem is that it doesn’t scale.
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If you add 100 more ISPs to peer with then it will
be hard to manage and certainly not cost effective.
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Peering with IXP
Internet

If you are connected to an IXP, then its easier to
just peer with the route-server.
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As well, you can pick the peers for bilateral
peering using the same IXP fabric and physical
connectivity.
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Who should own the IXP?
An Internet Exchange Point (IXP) is a physical (and preferably) neutral location where different IP
networks meet to exchange local traffic via a switch.

The Different Kinds of IXPs
IXPs fall roughly into five categories:
•

non-profit organisations,

•

associations of ISPs,

•

operator-neutral for-profit companies,

•

university or government agencies, and

•

informal associations of networks.
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Who should own the IXP? (con’t)
•

Most IXPs are owned and managed neutrally with respect to all operators (members and nonmembers).

•

Many ISPs have expressed strong feelings about the importance of neutrality of IXPs.

•

IXPs generally abstain from carrying out any activity that may compete with member business
activities or opportunities.

•

If an IXP competes with it’s members/customers it could lose their support.

•

The key point is that the ownership and management of the IXP should always remain neutral.

Who should own the IXP? (con’t)
•

Many (non-profit) IXPs begin with donations of equipment, rack space, labour and other
assistance - that is part of the co-operative nature of most start up IXPs.

•

In case of donations, written agreements are necessary to define the transaction and ownership
thereafter.

•

Neutrality can be at stake if one member owns parts of the IXP.

•

Therefore the IXP should always maintain ownership and responsibility of its assets.

Where to locate an IXP?
•

The location of the IXP is very important.

•

The location should be neutral and low cost.

•

In considering the IXP location the following factors should be considered;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space and member equipment
Environmental control
Security (physical, infrastructure and routing)
Power
Access to terrestrial infrastructure
Cabling requirements
Technical support

Policy Considerations – for the IXP
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IXP Peering and Interconnection Policies
• Open peering Policy
•
•

Develop an open peering policy to encourage non-traditional members such as
CDNs, Government, Academia, Banks, etc. to peer
Initiate strategies to grow membership – marketing, public seminars, “tell the
story why is this good”

• Regional Interconnection Policy
•
•

Encourage members to exploit cross-border interconnection opportunities by
negotiating fair contracts with infrastructure operators and international
bandwidth providers
Assist operators and members take advantage of regional interconnection
opportunities and become regional carriers

• Transit Policy
•
•

The ability to attract carriers and transit providers at an IXP is important to grow
the value and traffic at an IXP
This policy would be subject to national regulations on Internet transit

IXP Peering Agreements
A Peering agreement is applicable to all members who choose to peer at an IXP. There are three
main peering agreements implemented by IXPs:
• Bilateral Peering (BLPA)
• This agreement requires every member to have a bilateral agreement with each member at the IXP.
• It is commonly found in most developed IXPs due to the right of refusal, to peer granted to each
member, to peer with any member for commercial purposes
• Multi-lateral Peering (MLPA)
• This agreement requires every member to peer multi-laterally with every member at an IXP. The
agreement is not often enforced
• The MLPA is useful in trying to grow peering value at an IXP
• A Mandatory version of this agreement (MMLPA) is commonly found in startup IXP in developing
worlds due to its ability to force incumbents to peer with others at the IXP. MMLPA is enforced using
a Route-Server IXP Topology
• Hybrid Peering Agreement (HPA)
• This agreement supports both the BLPA and MLPA
• Eliminates the need for a competing IXP in the same location to serve unsupported policy.
• A Route-Server is often used for MLPA members

Capacity Building Activities
•

To help IXP members understand economics of peering and transit, the IXP value curve and value
of peering

•

Help neutralise the asymmetry of information between members and the rest of the world

•

Facilitate the development of a pool of skilled peering coordinators and network routing
engineers

•

Foster relationships with the regional and global IXP community to exchange knowledge and
information; ensure the IXP and its members operate stable and robust network infrastructure
services based on best practices

Policy Considerations – for policymakers
and regulators
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IXPs as an Innovation Catalyst
•

The IXP can serve as a catalyst for innovation of new products and services for
the local digital ecosystem

•

Stakeholders should promote initiatives that encourage local innovation of
content and application development

•

Encourage use of monitoring tools to publish IXP traffic statistics and
measurement of traffic growth over periods of time for benchmarking; will help
demonstrate value of the IXP to the local ecosystem and how it improves local
interconnection

An Enabling Policy Environment
•

Support IXPs and speed their development with information and communications technology
(ICT) policy objectives that promote an enabling environment for interconnection via policy and
regulatory frameworks

•

Provide as much policy and regulatory transparency as possible to encourage regional and
international entities to participate in the local interconnection and peering environment

•

Encourage competitive access to wired and wireless connections, which will help lower the costs
associated with connecting to an IXP

•

Promote local investment opportunities via tax incentives, and reduced tariffs/duties on the
equipment needed to build IXPs and operator networks (e.g., switches, routers, and servers).
Provide clear guidance about local business rules and practices

•

Engage with and learn from existing IXP forums and expert organisations to avoid mistakes other
IXPs have made
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